Wonder Woman has thus far beaten every man opponent at famous feats of daredevil, super-acrobatics! But what happens when the beautiful Amazon princess is challenged by the world's champion stuntmen... trained to perfection in the hair-raising art of pitting their lives against doom? You'll find out the thrilling answer when Wonder Woman—beautiful as Aphrodite, wise as Athena, stronger than Hercules, and swifter than Mercury—unhesitatingly accepts the danger-packed dare of the death-cheating—

"Nine Lives Club!"
INTRODUCING FLY WRIGHT, "THE HUMAN FLY," PRESIDENT OF THE DAREDEVIL NINE LIVES CLUB—WHOSE MEMBERSHIP IS COMPOSED SOLELY OF LIFE-RISKING STUNTMEN!

ONCE A YEAR, WE ELECT A NEW MEMBER—THE PERSON WHO HAS PERFORMED THE MOST SPECTACULAR DEATH-DEFYING TRICK OF THE YEAR!

I’LL OPEN THE SECRET BALLOT BOX AND READ OFF THE NOMINATIONS FOR THE NEW MEMBER.

BLAH! SOMEONE HAS NOMINATED A WOMAN FOR MEMBERSHIP!

IN MEMORY OF CRASH WARNER. DIED TRYING TO JOIN NINE LIVES CLUB

NO WOMAN HAS EVER BELONGED TO THE NINE LIVES CLUB!

THERE ISN’T A WOMAN IN THE WORLD WHO COULD QUALIFY!

BUT THIS WOMAN HAS PERFORMED FEATS SO DANGEROUS THAT FEW MEN COULD DUPLICATE THEM! HER NAME IS——WONDER WOMAN!

WHO besides WONDER WOMAN HAS CHALLENGED DEATH A THOUSAND TIMES—CAUGHT THE FREEDOM STATUE IN MID-AIR, RODE ASTRIDE A GIANT ROCKET, LEPAGED ACROSS A BLAZING VOLCANO?
Okay, Wonder Woman is terrific! But she's still a woman—and the Nine Lives Club can't have a woman member!

Gentlemen, let's be fair! Suppose we make her pass a test!

If Wonder Woman can surpass the greatest stunts of our most daring members—she deserves to belong to our Daredevils Club!

Right!

She'll never beat us!

In Steve Trevor's office at military intelligence, Lt. Diana Prince hears a sensational radio news bulletin.

—and if Wonder Woman accepts the challenge—she will become and wins—she will become the first woman member of the Nine Lives Club!

Wonder Woman will accept that challenge!

In the concealment of her own office, Diana swiftly changes into Wonder Woman—those smug stuntmen have a surprise coming to them!

And moments later, at the Nine Lives Club—

I'm accepting the challenge for only one reason, Mr. Wright—to prove that women, given the chance, are just as capable as men.

Fine! We'll start the contest tomorrow!

Heh-heh! Nobody knows I nominated Wonder Woman myself! I'm going to use every stunt in this contest to commit crimes and make myself a fortune! And that Amazon won't even know that she is going to help me!
AT FLY WRIGHT'S HOME...

FOR THE FIRST TEST, I'VE CHALLENGED WONDER WOMAN TO BEAT MY HUMAN FLY TRICK... CLIMBING THE HUNDRED-STOREY WHISTLER BUILDING. THAT'S SO I CAN PHOTOGRAPH THE VAULTS OF THE GEM DIAMOND COMPANY IN THE ONLY POSSIBLE WAY--THROUGH THEIR 58TH FLOOR WINDOW! I'LL ROB THEM LATER!

I'M THE BEST HUMAN FLY IN THE BUSINESS, WONDER WOMAN. HOW ARE YOU GOING TO BEAT ME? WHY, YOU'RE NOT EVEN USING RUBBER SUCTION DISCS!

AMAZONS LEARN TO CLIMB LOFTY PEAKS WITH NO AIDS AT ALL!

HALFWAY UP THE SHEER GIANTIC WALL... RAIN DROPS PATTER DOWN.

THERE'S THE DIAMOND COMPANY'S WINDOW. WHILE EVERYONE'S ATTENTION IS FIXED ON WONDER WOMAN, I'M GOING TO PHOTOGRAPH THE VAULTS AS I PASS!

FIRST TIME THIS WAS EVER DONE... NOBODY COULD GET PAST THEIR BURGLAR ALARMS BEFORE! I'LL HIRE OUT-OF-TOWN SAFE-Crackers... THIS PHOTOGRAPH WILL SHOW THEM HOW TO BLOW OPEN THE VAULTS!

ABRUPTLY, THE THREATENING STORM SLASHES DOWN...

HEH-HEH! WONDER WOMAN WON! BUT SHE HELPED ME GET MY PICTURE! AND TOMORROW, DURING THE AIRPLANE-STUNTING, I'LL HIDE A SHORT-WAVE SCRAMBLER IN HER OPPONENT'S PLANE--TO JAM THE POLICE SIGNALS WHEN THE DIAMOND COMPANY IS BEING ROBBED!

1,000 FEET ABOVE THE RAIN-DRENCHED STREETS...

BY ATHENA! MY BRACELETS OF AMAZON METAL EASILY WARD OFF LIGHTNING!
THE FOLLOWING DAY, AT HOLLIDAY COLLEGE...

THERE'S THE SECOND TEST, ETTA. STUNTFLYING, WONDER WOMAN WILL NEVER BEAT WINGS FARNSWORTH!

WOOF! WOOF! HE'S GOOD, BUT WONDER WOMAN'S BETTER, BILLY! YOU'LL SEE!

BUT WHAT CAN SHE DO THAT'S TOUGHER THAN THIS TRICK, ETTA?

I DON'T KNOW, BUT SHE ALWAYS THINKS OF SOMETHING--THAT'S WHY SHE'S WONDER WOMAN!

AND INDEED, THE ALLURING AMAZON HAS THOUGHT OF SOMETHING BETTER--STUNTING ON A JET PLANE AT ALMOST THE SPEED OF SOUND.

CAREFUL OUT THERE, BEAUTIFUL! WE'RE HITTING 650 MILES AN HOUR!

SUDDENLY...AS WONDER WOMAN LIP-READS STEVE'S MESSAGES...

STEVE, SOMETHING WRONG WITH YOUR...AWK! WROAR!

RAWK! BZZ!

A WARNING FOR US--BUT INTERFERENCE CUT IT OFF!

KEEN AMAZON EYES SOON SPOT THE TROUBLE...

IT'S THE WHEELS, THEY'RE STUCK!

I CAN'T MOVE THEM WITH THE CONTROLS. WE'LL CRASH IF WE LAND!

WONDER WOMAN REPAIRS THE DAMAGE...WHILE DANGLING WITH ONE Hand...IN LESS TIME THAN A MECHANIC WOULD IN THE SAFETY OF A WORKSHOP!

THE LANDING GEAR WILL WORK NOW... GREAT HERA! AN EXPLOSION IN THE WHISTLER BUILDING! I'D BETTER SEE IF ANYONE IS INJURED.

BANG!
STEVE THROTTLES DOWN TO 400 MILES PER HOUR... BUT WHO EXCEPT THE POWERFUL PRINCESS WOULD DUPLICATE THIS FEAT AT EVEN A FRACTION OF THIS SPEED?

WOW! I KNOW WHEN I'M BEATEN!

SWIFTLY, THEN, WONDER WOMAN CLIMBS DOWN TO THE SCENE OF THE BLAST.

ATHENA'S SHIELD! CROOKS! SO THAT'S THE REASON FOR THE EXPLOSION!

WONDER WOMAN! THE BOSS SAID SHE'D BE BUSY STUNTING!

I'M MAKING AN APPOINTMENT FOR ALL OF YOU--AT POLICE HEADQUARTERS!

MINUTES LATER, IN THE POLICE CHIEF'S OFFICE...

THE ALLURING AMAZON'S MAGIC LASSO ELIMINATES HOURS OF CROSS-EXAMINATION.

I COMMAND YOU TO TELL ME ALL YOU KNOW ABOUT THIS ROBBERY.

SOMETHING COMPELS ME... WE DON'T KNOW WHO HIRED US--HE DID IT BY PHONE. HE SENT US THIS PHOTOGRAPH OF THE OFFICE SO WE COULD CRACK THE VAULTS.

THIS PHOTOGRAPH WAS TAKEN AT A PECULIAR ANGLE. TO TAKE IT, THE PHOTOGRAPHER MUST HAVE SAT ON THE WINDOW SILL! HMM...

SHOWS THE VAULTS, ALL RIGHT. NOBODY'S EVER TAKEN A PICTURE OF THEM BEFORE.

A NEAT JOB, WONDER WOMAN. THE GANG KEPT THE PROWL CARS AWAY BY JAMMING THE POLICE SIGNALS WITH A SHORTWAVE RADIO SCRAMBLER.

OUR SIGNALS IN THE PLANE WERE INTERRUPTED ALSO! I'LL BE ON THE LOOKOUT, CHIEF! THIS CLEVER CROOK IS SURE TO STRIKE AGAIN!
A few hours later, the daredevil criminal analyzes the results of his first crime—

Wonder Woman ruined the gem diamond job—captured the safecrackers I hired. But I made sure they couldn’t betray me to the cops—They don’t even know me.

Well, she’ll have a real job beating Shark Linnegan in the next contest at Funland! He’s the greatest bare-handed shark wrestler in history!

And while the crowds are gaping at Wonder Woman, I’ll have hired gangsters snatch the Funland payroll from the business office! This stunt is sure to pay off!

Next day, the third match attracts an enormous crowd—For it is a contest of bare hands against sharks, the ravenous monsters of the deep!

Glad I’m not in that tank!

Even Wonder Woman can’t beat Shark Linnegan at this!

Never!

Long, tense minutes later—human hands triumph over vicious jaws!

It’s my turn now. Follow me, everyone!
FLEETER THAN ANY EARTH CREATURE, THE BEAUTIFUL AMAZON PRINCESS SPRINTS TO THE OCEAN'S EDGE — AND THEN... 

SHE'S SWIMMING STRAIGHT OUT TO SEA!

ABRUPTLY, A SHOWER OF GIANT SHARKS RAINS DOWN ON THE BEACH! 

THIRTY-SIX... THIRTY-SEVEN... I THINK SHARK LINNEGAN WILL CONCEDE DEFEAT!

BUT WHILE THE ALLURING AMAZON DISPLAYS HER AMAZING PROWESS —

HAND OVER THE FUNLAND PAYROLL!

AND DON'T BOTHER PHONING OR YELLING FOR HELP— EVERYBODY IS BUSY WATCHING WONDER WOMAN WRESTLE SHARKS!

LATER, THE TERRIFIED MANAGER TELLS HIS TRAGIC STORY TO WONDER WOMAN.

... AND THEY GOT AWAY WITH THE WHOLE PAYROLL!

FIRST THE DIAMOND COMPANY AND NOW THIS. SOMEONE IS USING THESE STUNTS AS A COVER FOR CRIME — AND I'M GOING TO FIND OUT WHO!

AT THAT VERY MOMENT, FLY WRIGHT IS BUSILY COUNTING HIS LOOT.

HA HA! THIS FUNLAND PAYROLL ROBBERY MADE UP FOR THE ONE WONDER WOMAN SPOILED! AND THE NEXT STUNT— GOING OVER NIAGARA FALLS IN A BARREL— IS GOING TO MAKE ME A FORTUNE!

WONDER WOMAN CAN'T BEAT FISH-BAIT SMITH! HE'S GONE OVER THE FALLS EVERY YEAR FOR 15 YEARS; THEY WON'T KNOW IT— BUT I'LL HAVE JEWELS HIDDEN IN THE FALSE BOTTOMS OF THEIR BARRELS! THAT'S THE EASIEST WAY TO SMUGGLE THINGS FROM CANADA TO THE U.S.!
THE THIRD CHALLENGE—OVER NIAGARA FALLS IN A BARREL!

DON'T loose these barrels—we want them for the nine lives club trophy room.

AND I want the jewels in the false bottoms for myself!

GOLLY! Wish I had their nerve!

INTO THE ROARING, CRASHING CASCADE, THE TWO BARRELS ARE TOSSED!

SORRY to disappoint FLY WRIGHT by smashing the barrel with my fist, but I have to cap this stunt by going over the falls without a barrel. VISIONS OF APHRODITE! WHAT'S THAT?

PRECIOUS JEWELS! CONCEALED in the false bottom of the barrel! Great Hera! The purpose of the stunt was to smuggle them into the United States!

CLUTCHING THE PRICELESS GEMS, WONDER WOMAN thrashes back up the falls!

AND AT THE STARTING POINT OF THE CONTEST—

SOMEBODY UP THERE I want to see about this clever little scheme!

YOU SAY SOMEONE USED this stunt for smuggling? Why, that's criminal!

I HAVE AN IDEA who's behind these crimes. I'm going to force him into the open with the next stunt!
She knows too much—I'll have to get rid of her! And that will be easy, because the next contest is a delayed parachute jump!

The sinister president of the Nine Lives Club makes sure of his victim's doom.

I've weakened a few shrouds of the parachute she'll use—and I've got an incendiary capsule connected to the ripcord just for good measure!

She's jumping against Rip Johnson—he doesn't open his chute till he's 300 yards from the ground. Wonder Woman'll try to beat him by 100 yards—her chute will break, then burst into flames—and no more Wonder Woman!

And so, 24 hours later—I packed this parachute for you myself, Wonder Woman!

I was hoping you would.

If he sabotaged it, that will prove he's guilty.

As the giant balloon soars into the stratosphere—

You'll never top my stunt, Wonder Woman. I don't open my chute till I'm 300 yards from the ground!

I'm not sure if I'll open mine at all!

At 35,000 feet—both contestants hurl themselves toward the ground—seven deadly miles below!

I wonder just what will happen when I pull the ripcord?
BUT THAT QUESTION QUICKLY ANSWERS ITSELF.
FOR A SHORT TIME LATER --

Zowie! Wonder Woman's outdoing me with a burning parachute!

Merciful Minerva! My main parachute burst into flames! And the ripcord of my auxiliary chute came off in my hand!

On the ground, Fly Wright enjoys a private chuckle of triumph...

Heh heh! One chute burning, the other sabotaged--even Wonder Woman can't get out of this alive!

But the versatile Amazon quickly finds a way of breaking her fall--

Calling Plane! Fly due north--

The mental robot control responds and the silent craft speeds in at 3,000 miles per minute!

The criminal can be only one person--Fly Wright!

Oh-oh! Time to leave--in a hurry!
I PURPOSELY PICKED THIS LUMBER CAMP FOR THE PARACHUTE JUMP—I NEVER LEAVE MYSELF WITHOUT A GETAWAY!

BUT CLOSE BEHIND HIM—
THIS IS FLY WRIGHT'S LAST STUNT—

AS THE DAREDEVIL RACES OFF IN HIS HIDDEN SPEEDBOAT, WONDER WOMAN BLOCKS HIS WAY...

THE RIVER'S ONE PLACE, SHE CAN'T OUTRUN ME!

BUT FLY WRIGHT IS STOPPED BY A WOMAN-MADE LOG JAM!

WONDER WOMAN! WHAT'S THE IDEA OF CAPTURING FLY WRIGHT?

HE'LL TELL YOU HIMSELF!

I ORGANIZED THESE STUNTS TO COMMIT CRIMES! I SABOTAGED WONDER WOMAN'S PARACHUTE SO SHE'D BE KILLED! SHE KNEW I WAS GUILTY!

AND SO, SOON AFTER, WE MEET AGAIN AT THE NINE LIVES CLUB—BUT THIS TIME THERE IS A NEW PRESIDENT—WONDER WOMAN!

THANK YOU FOR ELECTING ME YOUR PRESIDENT. IT'S TOO BAD THAT FLY WRIGHT HAD TO GO TO PRISON TO LEARN THAT THE ONE STUNT NO ONE CAN COMPLETE IS BEATING THE LAW!
WHEN A SUPER-CRIMINAL GAINS CONTROL OF THE MOLE-MEN'S EMPIRE FAR BENEATH THE EARTH AND LEADS AN UNDERGROUND ATTACK ON THE WORLD—THAT MEANS TROUBLE! BUT WHEN THAT SUPER-CRIMINAL HAS DEVISED A WAY TO STOP ALL RESISTING ACTION IN THE WORLD BY THE MERE SWITCH OF A LEVER, IT'S TIME FOR WONDER WOMAN—BEAUTIFUL AS APHRODITE, WISE AS ATHENA, STRONGER THAN HERCULES, AND SWIFTER THAN MERCURY—TO TAKE A HAND IN THE FIGHT AGAINST—

"JAXO, MASTER OF THOUGHT!"
Col. Steve Trevor is driving Gen. Darnell to military intelligence.

So the man buried in Jaxo's grave is not Jaxo but Darren his double!

Yes, General! The men who made the switch confessed! Now it's up to us to follow a five year old trail and capture Jaxo before he commits more horrible crimes!

But, don't worry, General. We'll catch Steve--what's wrong? Steve--you've let go of the wheel! Are you sick?

I'd better grab the wheel--!

---before we cr---!!

Splash!

At the same moment, the nerveless fingers of pilots, drivers and engineers slip from their controls all over the world---

Crash!

Bang!
ON THE STREETS AND IN THE HOMES, IN THE CITIES AND ON THE FARMS -- ACTIVITY COMES TO A SUDDEN STOP!

MEANWHILE, DIANA (WONDER WOMAN) PRINCE IS ON A PLEASURE HOP WITH ETTA CANDY AND THE HOLLIDAY GIRLS --

WHAT'S THE MATTER? YOU ALL LOOK LIKE LIMP PUPPETS! GREAT HERA! ETTA'S LET GO OF THE CONTROLS -- THE PLANE'S STARTING TO DIVE!

I'VE GOT TO BRING THE PLANE OUT OF THE DIVE BEFORE -- BEFORE -----

-- I-- I CAN'T THINK! I'VE FORGOTTEN HOW TO FLY -- WHAT TO DO -- MY MIND'S A BLANK!

I'VE GOT TO FIGHT THAT FEELING OF BLANKNESS!

I'M LOSING CONSCIOUSNESS!!

ALL-WISE ATHENA! AID ME IN MY STRUGGLE TO BREAK THROUGH THE BLANK WALL OF MY THOUGHTS!!
WITH HER POWER TO THINK RESTORED--DIANA CHANGES INTO THE ALLURING WONDER WOMAN--AH--AT LAST!

THE CONTROLS DON'T RESPOND--THEY'RE JAMMED!

THE AMAZON PRINCESS HURRIEDLY CLIMBS OUT ON THE TAIL OF THE HURTLING PLANE--ONLY ONE WAY TO STOP THIS PLANE FROM CRASHING!

NOT A SPLIT-SECOND TOO SOON, THE AMAZON PLANE ARRIVES AND--

SKILLFULLY LASSOING HER PLANE, WONDER WOMAN TOWS THE FALLING PLANE TO SAFETY--

THE ROBOT PLANE DOES THE AMAZON'S BIDDING...
WE’VE LANDED! NOW FOR A LOOK AT THE GIRLS! I’VE GOT TO FIND OUT WHAT’S WRONG WITH THEM!

MY PLANE IS TAKING OFF WITHOUT MY COMMAND!

CALLING PLANE—BANK AND LAND AGAIN—BANK AND LAND?

SWISH!

THAT DRUG YOU TOOK SURE MADE YOU LOOK DEAD, DIRK JAXO!

I DIDN’T THINK YOU’D BE ALIVE WHEN WE DUG YOU UP AGAIN!

HA! HA! MILITARY INTELLIGENCE WOULDN’T EXPECT TO FIND ME ALIVE EITHER!—NOW I HAVE THINGS TO DO!

WHILE WONDER WOMAN IS WONDERING WHERE THE AMAZON PLANE IS TAKING HER, LET US TURN THE CLOCK BACK FIVE YEARS AND WATCH A STRANGE SCENE...

SOME FORCE GREATER THAN MINE IS CONTROLLING MY PLANE! THE GIRLS WILL BE SAFE WHERE THEY ARE—I’D BETTER LEAP ABOARD AND FIND OUT WHO’S BEHIND ALL THIS!

BEFORE I START WORKING ON MY INVENTION AGAIN, I’M GOING TO PUT AS MUCH DISTANCE BETWEEN ME AND ARMY INTELLIGENCE AS I CAN! THEN WHEN I’M READY—

...I’LL RE—HELP!

I’M FALLING!
WHEN JAXO'S FALL ENDS, HE FINDS HIMSELF IN A STRANGE
UNDERGROUND WORLD.

MOLE-MEN! I MUST HAVE FALLEN INTO THE LAND OF THE
MOLE-MEN! I READ ABOUT THEM!

W-W-WHO TOUCHED ME?!

ISN'T HE HANDSOME, CARRA?

BY THE GREAT ORB, DANNA, HE'S HANDSOMER THAN ANY MOLE-MAN
I EVER SAW!

IS THERE ANYTHING I CAN DO TO HELP YOU, STRANGER?

I'M A SCIENTIST ESCAPING FROM EVIL MEN WHO WISH TO STOP ME FROM WORKING ON
MY NEW INVENTION. I NEED HELP TO COMPLETE IT. BUT IT MUST BE DONE IN SECRET!

I'LL HELP YOU, HANDSOME STRANGER!

I WILL TOO!

FIVE YEARS LATER, JAXO HAS PERFECTED HIS INVENTION...

ISN'T THE STRANGER WONDERFUL?

AND TO THINK WE'RE HELPING TO SUPPLY THE POWER FOR HIS INVENTION!

AT LAST MY BRAIN WAVE INTERFERER IS READY! ALL PREPARED FOR THE EXPERIMENT?

READY!
RUN TOWARD ME--AND I'LL SHOW YOU JUST HOW THIS OPERATES!

WHAT'S THE MA--?

YOUR INVENTION DOESN'T SEEM TO WORK--!

--OH-H--

HERE WE COME!

JAXO TURNS OFF THE BRAIN WAVE INTERFERER AND--

WH--WHAT HAPPENED?

MY MIND JUST WENT BLANK!

MINE TOO!

THAT'S BECAUSE MY BRAIN WAVE INTERFERER BLOCCDED THE WAVES YOUR BRAINS WERE SENDING TO YOUR MUSCLES!

OUR THOUGHT OF DOING THE SIMPLEST THING--WALKING TO SCHOOL, EATING AN APPLE--SETS UP AN ELECTRIC WAVE WHICH FLASHERS FROM THE BRAIN TO THE MUSCLES, BREAK UP THESE THOUGHT WAVES AND PEOPLE COLLAPSE. THAT'S WHAT MY BRAIN WAVE INTERFERER DOES. NO HUMAN CAN RESIST IT! I WILL RULE THE WORLD!

EITHER YOU HELP ME DEFEAT THE AMAZONS--FOR THEY ALONE CAN RESIST ME--OR I WILL DESTROY YOU WITH MY MACHINE!

OH NO, PLEASE DON'T HURT US! WE WILL OBEY YOU--

YOU WOULDN'T DO THAT!

NOW WE RETURN TO THE PRESENT, WHEN WONDER WOMAN CARRIED BY HER STRANGELY-ACTING PLANE SEES A FAMILIAR SIGHT--

GREAT HERA! THE PLANE HAS RETURNED TO PARADISE ISLAND!
HOLA, AMAZONS! MOTHER -- YOU'RE IN FIGHTING DRESS! IS THE ISLAND UNDER ATTACK?

YES, DIANA! I TRIED TO REACH YOU WHILE WE WERE BEATING OFF THE FIRST ATTACK -- BUT I COULDN'T CONTACT YOUR BRAIN WAVE! SOMETHING WAS INTERFERING --

HOLA, PRINCESS DIANA!

--SO I SUMMONED YOUR PLANE BY MENTAL ROBOT CONTROL. I KNEW THAT YOU'D ACCOMPANY IT TO FIND OUT THE REASON FOR ITS STRANGE BEHAVIOR!

THE MOLE-WOMEN? WHY ARE THEY ATTACKING US? HOW DID THEY GET HERE?

I DON'T KNOW! THEY WEREN'T SEEN APPROACHING BY SEA OR AIR!

THEY MUST HAVE DISCOVERED ANOTHER ROUTE TO PARADISE ISLAND! WE MUST FIND IT -- BUT HOW QUEER THEY LOOK!

AMAZONS AND MOLE-WOMEN MEET IN DEADLY COMBAT...

THIS IS THE SLOWEST GAME OF BULLETS-AND-BRACELETS -- THAT I EVER PLAYED!

IT'S THOSE BEAMS THE MOLE-WOMEN ARE SHOOTING AT US! THEY SEEM TO SLOW DOWN OUR REACTIONS! THEY WOULD PROBABLY PARALYZE ORDINARY -- HUMANS!

THOSE BEAMS MAKE ME FEEL -- EXACTLY -- AS I DID IN ETTA'S PLANE! THE MOLE-PEOPLE NEVER HAD WEAPONS LIKE THIS BEFORE! I'LL LET MYSELF BE TAKEN PRISONER AND FIND OUT WHERE THEY GOT THEM.
Wonder Woman

TIE HER UP WITH HER LASSO--AND TAKE HER TO JAXO!

MERCIFUL MINERVA! I CAN'T ALLOW THEM TO TIE ME--WITH MY MAGIC LASSO! I'LL BE COMPELLED--TO OBEY THEM!

I'VE GOT TO STOP THEM BEFORE I'M HELPLESS!

Wonder Woman is unconscious!

The Amazon Princess is tied with her magic lasso and spirited away to a woody part of Paradise Island where--

So this is how the mole-women entered Paradise Island--through an underground opening!

Wonder Woman is struck on the base of her skull--a vulnerable spot even for an Amazon and--

Ohhhh!

This opening wasn't here before! They must have made it in order to attack!

Wonder Woman lands in a huge cave and--

A man is behind this invasion! If he sets foot on Paradise Island, Aphrodite's law will be broken--our fountain of youth and beauty will dry up and we'll no longer be immortal!

Wonder Woman--Helpless! -Ahh! My Victory must be near!
Jaxo ties Wonder Woman to a huge bomb—
Strain on those ropes, and you'll set that bomb in motion.
Wonder Woman! It operates like a boomerang! It will zoom into the air, and come down on Paradise Island! Ha ha!

Once you Amazons are defeated, I, Jaxo, will rule the world with my brain wave interferer.

So much at stake! I've got to free myself to deal with this monster!

As Wonder Woman struggles—
Aphrodite aid me!

Ha ha! That's the end of Wonder Woman—and her friends on Paradise Island!

The bomb zooms through the subterranean opening—

Calling robot plane!

Looping around, the bomb bores straight down for Paradise Island!

Dive 200 feet level off!

As Wonder Woman grips the plane's ladder in her teeth—

Snap!

Snap!

Snap!

Snap!

90 degree angle—Full speed!

With the plane here, I snap this feeble rope!
Swinging by her knees, Wonder Woman unties the magic lasso—

A half second ahead of the bomb, the invisible plane glides to the ground—

Thank Aphrodite, I'm in time to catch it!

Hurling the huge bomb—

Great Hera! The bomb's falling into the subterranean opening! It will explode and kill Jaxo! I must stop it!

I'll hurl it out to sea—where it will explode harmlessly! Shades of Pluto! Something's wrong with the balance mechanism! It's turning in the wrong direction!

A split-second later in the cave below Paradise Island—

The bomb—returning—I'm lost!
LEAPING IN FRONT OF THE BOMB, WONDER WOMAN CATCHES IT AND RIPS OFF THE WARHEAD.

WONDER WOMAN--YOU SAVED MY LIFE! WHY?

AMAZONS BELIEVE IN JUSTICE--NOT RETALIATION!

WITH THE BOUND JAXO AT HER FEET, THE AMAZON PRINCESS HURLS THE BOMB--

THERE! THAT'S THE END OF THE BRAIN WAVE INTERFERER!

AS PRISONERS OF THE AMAZONS, THE MOLE-WOMEN ARE PENITENT.

HOW CAN WE ATONE FOR OUR MISDEEADS, WONDER WOMAN?

ON TRANSFORMATION ISLAND YOU WILL BE TRAINED TO KNOW YOUR OWN WOMAN'S STRENGTH--THAT IS YOUR BEST SAFEGUARD AGAINST FEAR OF MALE DOMINANCE!

THE ALLURING AMAZON RETURNS UNDERGROUND AND--

AS FOR YOU, JAXO, I'M TAKING YOU BACK TO MILITARY INTELLIGENCE! WE'LL GO OUT THE SAME TUNNEL YOU WENT THROUGH TO GET HERE--SO YOU WILL NOT SET FOOT ON PARADISE ISLAND!

LATER, AT ARMY INTELLIGENCE HEADQUARTERS--

WONDER WOMAN! YOU'VE CAPTURED JAXO! ANGEL! I SURE NEEDED YOU AWHILE AGO! I LOST CONTROL OF THE CAR AND LANDED IN A STREAM--

OH, STEVE! YOU'RE HURT!

AMAZON OINTMENT WILL HEAL THIS IN MINUTES--

BUT I DON'T THINK I'M WELL ENOUGH, RIGHT NOW, FOR YOU TO LEAVE ME TO GET IT!
SUMMONED TO THE AID OF HER LITTLE FRIENDS, THE LEPRECHAUNS, WHO, YOU RECALL, ARE THE SKILLFUL SHOEMAKERS OF THE ELFIN KINGDOM, WONDER WOMAN — BEAUTIFUL AS APHRODITE, WISE AS ATHENA, STRONGER THAN HERCULES, AND SWIFTER THAN MERCURY — USES HER DEFT SKILL AND SHARP AMAZON WITS TO HELP AN HONEST LUMBERMAN AND TO BRING A GREEDY VILLAIN TO JUSTICE IN—

"THE STOLEN FOREST!"
ATTENDING A HOLIDAY COLLEGE TEA, DIANA (WONDER WOMAN) PRINCE FINDS A GIRL ALONE, CRYING.

WHY, GRACE CONWAY! WHAT IS IT, DEAR?

-SOB- MY FATHER IS RUINED! -SOB-

RUINED? WHAT DO YOU MEAN?

ABNER GRABB, DAD'S RIVAL, HAS TERRORIZED DAD'S LUMBERJACKS INTO LEAVING HIM. NOW DAD CAN'T GET HIS LUMBER TO THE MILL IN TIME TO SAVE HIS CONTRACT WITH THE RAILROAD COMPANY.

DAD SAYS ABNER GRABB KEEPS BOASTING ABOUT OWNINGUNTAPPED FOREST RESERVES, BUT HE WON'T TELL WHERE THEY ARE! OH DEAR, HERE COMES GERDA GRABB, ABNER'S DAUGHTER-

POOH, GERDA, I DON'T THINK YOUR FATHER IS AS RICH AS YOU SAY!

OH, NO? WELL, YOU'LL ALL FIND OUT THIS WEEKEND AT MY HOUSEPARTY!

SUDDENLY-

ETTA, DO SOMETHING ABOUT THIS BUZZING!

IT'S A MENTAL RADIO MESSAGE FOR WONDER WOMAN!

HERA! A MESSAGE FOR ME! I'D BETTER LEAVE!

DIANA MAKES A LIGHTNING CHANGE INTO WONDER WOMAN AND-

WONDER WOMAN! YOU'RE JUST IN TIME!

QUICK, WONDER WOMAN, THERE IS A MENTAL RADIO MESSAGE FOR YOU!
WONDER WOMAN RECEIVES THE MESSAGE—

HELP, WONDER WOMAN! OUR HOME IS BEIN' DESTROYED!

WHY, IT'S WOGGLE, ONE OF MY LEPRECHAUN FRIENDS! I MUST HELP HIM!

THEY'RE THE LITTLE ELVES' SHOEMAKERS WHO CAME FROM ACROSS THE SEA!


THERE'S WONDER WOMAN!

WHAT HAS HAPPENED, WOGGLE?

--- AN' SUCH TERRIBLE EXPLOSIONS AS I'VE NEVER HEARD!

--- AN' TREES CRASHIN' ABOUT OUR EARS!

LISTEN! ANOTHER TREE'S COMIN' DOWN!

TREES FALLING IN THIS FOREST? WHY—THAT'S FORBIDDEN! LET'S INVESTIGATE!

THERE NOW, BOYS, BE COURAGEOUS! YOU'VE GOT TO HELP ME FIND OUT WHO THESE VILLAINS ARE! WE'LL WATCH THEM FROM BEHIND TREES.
WONDER WOMAN IS SPOTTED BY GRABB'S LOOKOUTS--

I SEE THEY WANT TO PLAY BULLETS AND BRACELETS!

BANG!

IT'S WONDER WOMAN! CAPTURE HER, MEN, OR WE'LL ALL LAND IN JAIL!

BANG!

WE MUST HELP WONDER WOMAN! LUCKY WE'RE INVISIBLE TO EVERYONE WHO ISN'T HONEST AND GOOD! WE'LL CAPTURE GRABB WITH WONDER WOMAN'S MAGIC LASSO WHILE SHE'S HOLDING OFF THE BULLETS!

BUT, IN THEIR EFFORTS TO HURL THE LASSO, THE LEPRECHAUNS TRIP THE AMAZON--

WE'VE THROWN IT ROUND WONDER WOMAN INSTEAD!

GREAT HERA! I'M TANGLED IN MY OWN LASSO!

QUICK! GET HER, MEN! THIS IS OUR CHANCE!

WITH THE LASSO IN THEIR HANDS, I AM COMPELLED TO OBEY THEM!

I DON'T SEE HOW YOU GOT TANGLED UP IN THAT LASSO OF YOURS, WONDER WOMAN! BUT IT'S OUR GOOD LUCK!

THE AMAZON MAID IS CAPTURED BY ABNER'S MEN, TIED WITH HER LASSO AND HER BRACELETS CHAINED.

ALAS! I HAVE NO STRENGTH WHEN MY BRACELETS ARE CHAINED BY MEN!

NOW YOU KNOW WHO'S BOSS HERE! NO WOMAN'S GONNA INTERFERE WITH MY BUSINESS!

GREED AND DECEIT MAY TRY TO CHAIN HONESTY AND LOVE, ABNER, BUT YOU'LL FIND THEY ARE TOO STRONG FOR FETTERS!
HAW HAW! WE'LL SEE WHO'S TOO STRONG FOR WHAT! MEN! TIE HER TO THE TOP OF THAT TREE! I'M NOT TAKIN' ANY CHANCES OF HAVING HER GET FREE!

SO THE HELPLESS WONDER WOMAN IS TIED TO A TREE WHICH HAS BEEN STRIPPED FOR FELLING.

NOW, GET BUSY! THE RAILROAD SIGNS WITH WHOMEVER GETS THE LOGS TO THE MILL FIRST -- AND IT WON'T BE CONWAY!

MEANWHILE -- SHAGGY, Woggle, AND HOPPY SIT IN REMORSE FOR THEIR BLUNDERING.

IT'S ALL OUR FAULT! WE BROUGHT WONDER WOMAN HERE TO SAVE OUR HOME!

AND THEN WE GOT HER CAPTURED!

I'VE GOT IT! LISTEN! THESE HUMANS ARE GREEDY AND DISHONEST AND CAN'T SEE US BECAUSE THEY'RE BLIND TO EVERYTHING WE STAND FOR! SO HOW ABOUT PLAYING SOME PRANKS?

THE LITTLE SHOEMAKERS SWING INTO ACTION WITH THEIR GOLDEN HAMMERS.

HEY! WHAT'S THE BIG IDEA, HITTING ME?

I DIDN'T HIT YOU, YOU HIT ME!

OUCH!

TAKE THAT! NOBODY'S GONNA HIT ME AND GET AWAY WITH IT!

WHAT'S GOING ON? GET TO WORK!

TAKE THAT!
High above, the helpless Wonder Woman looks down on the strife.

Someone will be killed if those men aren't stopped! Aphrodite help me! I must free myself!

She summons her invisible plane by mental robot control——

Fly low 500 yards——then stop!

I lose my Amazon strength when men chain my bracelets, but perhaps I have enough ordinary strength——

The super-engine of the silent, invisible plane pulls the willowy tree backwards like a bow——

There—that's arched enough! Now to let go of my plane!

Wonder Woman lets go, and the supple tree springs back and over on the other side far enough to hurl her towards a buzz saw.

The nimble Amazon severs her chains on the saw——

—and, with split-second timing, she uses her returning strength to untie herself and somersault to freedom——

At last! Now to stop this feuding!

Zang
IN THE NAME OF APHRODITE, I COMMAND YOU TO STOP FIGHTING!

HEY, I FEEL LIKE I GOTTA DO WHAT SHE SAYS!

WHAT'S GOING ON?

YOU MENS HAVE LOST SIGHT OF THE FORCES OF HONESTY AND LOVE. BUT THIS VIAL GIVEN ME BY THE LITTLE PEOPLE CONTAINS MOONBEAM GAS WHICH, WHEN INHALED, DOLLS THE HATE AND GREED IN YOUR THOUGHTS, ALLOWING YOU TO SEE ONLY THE GOOD.

THE ALLURING AMAZON BREAKS THE VIAL---

MMM! SAY, LOOK AT THOSE CUTE LITTLE FELLOWS DANCING AROUND HER FEET!

WHERE? WHY SURE, I SEE 'EM!

YOU'VE GONE CRAZY! I DON'T SEE ANYONE! GET ME OUT OF THIS LASSO!

THE LEPRECHAUNS CAN ONLY BE SEEN BY THOSE WHOSE HEARTS ARE GOOD. YOU ARE STILL TOO FULL OF GREED AND HATE AND MUST BE PLACED IN MOONBEAM PRISON. THESE LUMBERJACKS WILL GO WITH ME TO HELP MR. CONWAY!

DEEP DOWN IN THE LEPRECHAUNS' CAVE, ABNER SITS IN A STRANGE PRISON MADE OF MOONBEAM MIST, THROUGH WHICH HE CANNOT BREAK!

SO THIS IS MOONBEAM PRISON! BAH! I'LL ESCAPE AND STOP CONWAY YET!
MEANWHILE, WONDER WOMAN AND THE LUMBERJACKS ARRIVE AT CONWAY'S CAMP WITH LEPRECHAUN HELPERS—

HERE WE ARE, MR. CONWAY, READY FOR WORK!

I MUST BE SEEING THINGS!

NO, YOU AREN'T, MR. CONWAY. WE ALL WANT TO HELP YOU!

INSPIRED BY THE BEAUTIFUL MAID FROM PARADISE ISLAND, THE PARTY SETS TO WORK—

BUT, BACK IN THE LEPRECHAUN CAVE, ALTHOUGH GRABB CANNOT BREAK THROUGH THE MIST, THE FUMES OF HIS BLACK CIGAR SEEP OUT AND BEGIN TO STUPEFY THE LONE LEPRECHAUN LEFT TO TEND THE MOONBEAM MACHINE—

FINALLY, WITH NO ONE TO TEND IT, THE MOONBEAM MANUFACTURING MACHINE CEASES TO OPERATE, AND THE MIST CLEARS AWAY.

AH! THIS STUFF IS DISSOLVING! I'M FREE! NOW FOR REVENGE!

AND IN THE VICINITY OF THE LUMBER CAMPS, THE HOLLIDAY GIRLS, GUESTS AT GERDA GRABB'S HOUSE PARTY, ARE HORSEBACK RIDING—

WHO'LL RACE ME ACROSS CONWAY'S BRIDGE?

NOT I! LOOKS TOO RICKETY! I MIGHT DROP MY CANDY!
SO, THE HEADSTRONG GERDA STARTS OFF BY HERSELF.

BUT AT THIS VERY MOMENT, ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE BRIDGE, ABNER GRABB IS CARRYING OUT HIS PLANS FOR REVENGE. THIS DYNAMITE’LL COLLAPSE THE BRIDGE AND CAUSE A LOG JAM! THEN CONWAY’LL NEVER GET HIS LOGS TO THE MILL!

FARHER UPSTREAM, HOWEVER, THE ALERT AMAZON SPOTS GRABB AT WORK—

GREAT HERA! SO ABNER HAS ESCAPED AND IS UP TO MORE VICIOUSNESS!

MY LASSO WILL PUT A STOP TO HIS PLANS!

BUT THE CRAFTY ABNER SEES WONDER WOMAN JUST AS SHE TOSSES HER LASSO AND THROWS A STICK OF DYNAMITE TOWARDS HER HEAD!

THE DYNAMITE FALLS JUST BEHIND WONDER WOMAN AND EXPLODES, CAUSING A HUGE LOG TO STRIKE THE BACK OF HER NECK—A BLOW WHICH NOT EVEN AN AMAZON CAN WITHSTAND.

THIS OUGHTA FINISH HER!
WONDER WOMAN FALLS INTO THE WATER UNCONSCIOUS AND IS CARRIED DOWNSTREAM.

HAW HAW! A FEW MORE MINUTES AND SHE'LL BE OVER THE FALLS, NOW TO LIGHT THIS FUSE!

BUT GERDA, NOT HEARING, KEEPS ON, EVEN THOUGH THE LEPRECHAUNS, WHO CAME OUT OF THE WOODS JUST IN TIME TO SEE ABNER LIGHT THE FUSE, TRY TO SAVE HER.

STOP, GIRL! IT'S NO USE! SHE CAN'T SEE US OR HEAR US!

THE DYNAMITE EXPLODES--THE BRIDGE SHATTERS--HURLING GERDA, HORSE, AND LEPRECHAUNS INTO THE SWIFT CURRENT!

HELP! HELP! OH, MY DAUGHTER, SHE'LL BE KILLED!

AND THEY, TOO, ARE CARRIED SWIFTLY TOWARD THE FALLS--

WE'VE GOT TO THINK OF SOMETHING QUICK, OR WE'LL ALL BE KILLED! I KNOW! I'LL MENTAL RADIO WONDER WOMAN!

NOT KNOWING THAT WONDER WOMAN, HERSELF, IS IN AS GREAT DANGER AS THEY, SHAGGY AND WIGGLE TRY TO REACH HER--

CALLING WONDER WOMAN!

STOP! IT'S NO USE! SHE DOESN'T HAVE HER RECEIVING SET IN THE FOREST!
I know! We can’t reach her by mental radio, but if we tap out a code message with these, she might hear it!

They tap out a frantic message for help—

Farther downstream, the tapping reaches the sensitive ears of the unconscious Amazon—

Tap, tap! Help! Help! Wonder Woman! We’ll all be killed!

---and awakens her just as she reaches the roaring falls—

Tap—tap—tap—quick, Wonder Woman—save us!

Minerva! I’ve been unconscious!

Another second and I would have been over those falls!

She lands on shore just in the nick of time—

Why, that’s Gerda! Whoopie! I knew she’d save us!

The frantic Abner rushes up just as she pulls the unconscious Gerda out of the water.

She’s dead! She’s dead! What have I done?

I’ll do my best to save her!
Wonder Woman

The Amazon's deft technique succeeds where ordinary efforts would fail--

This artificial respiration is bringing her out of danger.

And to think you saved her after I tried to kill you!
The law of love knows no enemies, but extends help to all.

I'm sorry for what I've done! But it's too late to make amends!
Conway's logs are already jammed and--

By Hera! I nearly forgot the log jam!

With amazing swiftness, Wonder Woman races upstream to the jam and begins to unpile it--

There! That about fixes it!
She's terrific! My business is saved!

Conway, after paying my penalty to the government for all I've done, I hope I can repay you in some way for the trouble I've caused!

Forget it, Abner, and let's be friends!

And I hope your home isn't too badly ruined!

It doesn't matter, Abner, because they're so happy that you can see them! It means that love has won another victory over greed.

The End